Prayer Focus

July - October 2016

Making followers of Christ through media
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FEBC China – Liangyou Theological Seminary (continue)
JULY
Fri 1 – Praise God for the dedicated students
from 20 provinces in China who visited the Hong
Kong studios for intensive study camps over the
last few years.
Sat 2 – Thank God for the highly interactive

Liangyou Theological Seminary (LTS) website.
The download rate of files and additional articles, as well as the hit rate for discussions and
the ‘Prayer Room’ have increased dramatically
with the new LTS website, attracting millions of
downloads and hits per year.

FEBC Hong Kong – Radio Liangyou and Radio Yiyou
Sun 3 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC Hong
Kong is the production center for our Chinese
and other minority languages’ broadcasted programs. They coordinate the daily production
of 33.5 hours of programs produced by several FEBC studios in Singapore, Taipei, La Mirada,
Vancouver, Toronto and Hong Kong. More than
32 hours of these programs are available on the
internet. FEBC Hong Kong’s staff regularly visits their listeners and they also distribute radios,
CD’s, and other materials. Join us in prayer this
week for two of FEBC Hong Kong’s radio stations: Radio Liangyou and Radio Yiyou.
Mon 4 – Radio Liangyou is aired via shortwave
and Radio Yiyou via mediumwave. Both stations
reach the entire population of Mainland China,
broadcasting a total of 25 hours per day and 24
hours of online broadcasting. Pray for the immense amount of work and effort that goes into
these broadcasts daily.

Tue 5 – More than 50 programs are produced
and aired by the staff of these two stations.
Some of the popular programs include Liangyou
Theological Seminary, Radio Counselling Corner,
and Seasons of Life. Pray that God will bless the
producers and broadcasters of these programs.
Wed 6 – Radio Liangyou and Radio Yiyou receive about 78 000 listener responses annually!
Praise God for this great response rate. Also pray
that more people will listen and respond to these
stations.
Thu 7 – “Praise God for your programs. It not
only benefits my spiritual growth, but also offers good advice for difficult situations. By God’s
grace I can listen to Radio Liangyou’s programs.”
Thank God for Sister Liu who wrote to FEBC.
Please pray for her husband who is still a non-believer.
Fri 8 – FEBC Hong Kong have eight radio programs for different ethnic minorities in China.
The problem they face is that this is insufficient,
because there are 55 minority groups in China.
Please pray for suitable indigenous broadcasters
and partnering organisations to help fulfil this
need.
Sat 9 – Since the use of smart phones in China is getting more popular, FEBC has launched
two mobile applications for their evangelistic and
counselling programs, both in 2015. Pray that
the Lord will use these apps to reach more people with the Good News.
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FEBA Radio India
Sun 10 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: With over 1.2
billion people, India is home to the largest number of unreached people in the world. India is
80% Hindu, but still has the world’s third largest
Muslim population. FEBA India was founded 50
years ago and the founders believed that through
radio, the message of Christ would cross all barriers. FEBA India broadcasts quality programmes
in partnership with NGOs, churches and other
organisations in seven Indian languages, including English. Join us in prayer for FEBA Radio India.

Wed 13 – The facility at Bangalore has two
digitally equipped studios for any kind of audio
production. FEBA India rents these facilities to
churches and Christian organisations, and also
train interns within radio broadcasting. Pray that
God will bless this additional ministry.
Thu 14 – Each of the 18 000 letters, phone calls,
emails and SMSs received per year is responded
to personally. Pray that this follow-up ministry
will be effective in spreading the gospel in India.
Fri 15 – FEBA India presents the gospel in a
relevant context and this evokes a genuine response to the gospel of Christ. Pray that more
people in India will come to know God through
FEBA’s broadcasts.

Mon 11 – FEBA Radio India addresses family
and community issues and builds trusted relationships with its audiences. They assist the
community through social action such as education, health care, disaster relief and economic
development. Praise God for this multifaceted Sat 16 – Abdullah was an avid FEBA supporter
ministry!
from Bangalore. For many years he listened to
FEBA’s broadcasts. He had a desire to give back
Tue 12 – The programs are broadcast via
to FEBA, but couldn’t afford it. His determination
traditional shortwave and mediumwave, FM and drove him to collecting old newspapers, reselling
the internet. They broadcast culturally relevant it and giving the money to FEBA. He was able to
messages, which instil hope and bring people to consistently give 600 rupees every month until
Jesus Christ. Pray that God will bless the pro- the day he died. Praise God for people like
gram developers.
Abdullah.
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FEBA UK - Mozambique
Sun 17 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBA, together
with local partners, is able to bring radio to communities in African countries such as Mozambique. By
broadcasting important information about disease
prevention, health, wellbeing and extreme weather
forecasts, lives are saved. Please pray for the work
FEBA UK is doing in Mozambique.

and welcoming contributions from the community.
Pray for the programs broadcast by this community
radio.

Thu 21 – “Radio Wimbe speaks to us and
clarifies well the issues that we meet. It helps us to
strengthen our homes, our culture, and teaches us
to do business for the wellbeing of society.” Pray for
Mon 18 – FEBA equips churches to bring life to the listeners in Mozambique, that they may come to
their communities through practical action, sharing faith through these broadcasts.
the gospel and broadcasting information required for
their specific need. Pray for this partnership between Fri 22 – Radio Wimbe is coordinated by a local assoFEBA and the local churches.
ciation with prominent people from the community.
Please pray for everyone involved. Pray that God will
Tue 19 – From broadcasting essential health infor- bless their work in Pemba.
mation to teaching about religion or politics, FEBA
works to establish balanced communities. Pray that Sat 23 – There is hope for northern Mozambique
the critical information they broadcast will touch and it is our prayer that many people will become
many listeners’ lives.
disciples of Jesus Christ through tuning in to the radio and that the community will get new life. Pray
Wed 20 – Radio Wimbe, in Pemba, Mozambique, that God will let this hope continue to flame in the
is working to address local issues, offering guidance hearts of these people.

FEBC Cambodia – Family FM99.5
Sun 24 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC Cambodia is a Christian radio mission based in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia. They aim to communicate
God’s love in the Khmer language through FM
and shortwave radio broadcasts. FEBC Cambodia works with other Christian ministries and
NGOs to improve the quality of life in Cambodia through radio programming, community outreach, radio distribution, family and marriage
seminars, child development, water purification,
and other compassion projects. Thank God for
FEBC Cambodia!
Mon 25 -– FEBC Cambodia was established in
1995 and started to broadcast via FM in 2002.
Krusa FM99.5 (Family FM99.5) is FEBC Cambodia’s FM station, which reaches two thirds (15
million people) of the Cambodian population.
Pray for Family FM99.5.
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Tue 26 – FEBC Cambodia receives about 4 600
responses per year from listeners who call the
station The staff personally contact their listeners and visit them at their homes. Pray that God
will bless this effective follow-up ministry.
Wed 27 – FEBC Cambodia has 27 full-time
staff members, with 10 of them working on radio broadcasting and content/program development. Pray that God will bless each staff member and that He will inspire them.
Thu 28 – Several programs are aired daily, with
different content and different information. Programs like Family in the mirror, Women of hope,
The Answer to Life, and Overcoming Fear, to
name a few, are compiled by the Cambodian
team. Pray that these programs will touch many
people’s lives.

Fri 29 – Family FM99.5 broadcasts for 15.5 hours
daily, starting at 05:30am till 10:00pm. Pray that
people will tune in to the broadcasts and be
blessed by listening to the gospel of Christ.
Sat 30 – FEBC Cambodia is entering a five-year
phase of strategic planning. They aim to use

speaker boxes to reach more people in eight
provinces. They want to increase their listenership to three million, increase local content and
funding. They aim to set up a new low-powered
station and they want to renovate their office
building. Please pray for these requests!

FEBC Indonesia - Heartline FM Karawaci 100.6 MHz
Sun 31 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: In Indonesia,
the world’s largest Muslim nation, radio remains
vital in penetrating the homes and hearts of isolated and persecuted people. Radio is a unique
tool because it can’t be stopped and because it
can reach those remote areas which are rarely visited by pastors and evangelists, and even
penetrate areas where the direct proclamation
of the Good News is prohibited. After dreaming about it for 29 years, finally by God’s grace,
YASKI (FEBC Indonesia) owned a radio station.
Heartline FM was born as an answer to their
prayers. Praise God for Heartline FM.
AUGUST

most 18 years of gospel broadcasts in Indonesia.
Tue 2 – Heartline FM’s broadcasts reach
the greater Jakarta region and receive almost
20 000 listener responses per year! Praise God
for this great response rate and pray that the
people in reach of Heartline FM’s broadcasts will
tune in and listen to the gospel of Christ.
Wed 3 – Please pray for Vice President Jimriance Efraim, Director Jose Marwan and the rest
of the Heartline FM team, who work tirelessly to
broadcast the message of salvation to the people of Indonesia.

Thu 4 – Heartline FM has several programs
Mon 1 – Heartline FM’s first broadcast went on which not only ministers the gospel to their lisair in November 1998 and now broadcasts the teners, but also teach them and provide vital inGood News for 21 hours daily. Praise God for al- formation. Programs include: Heartline the Voice
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of Life, Heartline Special Day, In Touch and Cof- my hearing.” Audio Gospel is a radio distribution
fee Morning, to name only a few. Please pray ministry in Indonesia. Praise God for testimonies
that God will use these programs to speak life like this one.
into Indonesian hearts.
Sat 6 – Please pray for their new program called
Fri 5 – A blind listener wrote, “Thank God! I am Child Protection. The program started as a movegrateful to be able to enjoy the Word of God ment on social media and the purpose was to
through the Audio Gospel. This Audio Gospel promote the need to protect their children.
helps me so much since I can only rely on

FEBC Kazakhstan – Radio Teos
Sun 7 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC’s office in
Kazakhstan was officially incorporated in June
2005. They reach the listeners by shortwave
and internet broadcasts. This week we are especially praying for Radio Teos, FEBC Kazakhstan’s
station in Almaty, which started to broadcast in
2009, reaching people in Almaty City and the
surrounding areas as well as everyone with internet access.

the broadcasts will touch peoples’ lives.
Wed 10 – They receive about 10 000 listener
responses annually. Please pray for licences to
broadcast on a FM frequency, for this will broaden their reach even more.

Thu 11 – The programs vary from dramatised
Bible stories, to women’s programs, teachings
about God and even educational programs about
Mon 8 – Please pray for pastor Nurlan and his social problems. Pray that God will use these
team in Almaty. Pray that God will guide them programs as a tool to further His Kingdom.
when they develop the programs and broadcast
the gospel to this culturally Muslim nation.
Fri 12 – So far, the team had to pre-record the
programs. However, they believe that live talk
Tue 9 – Radio Teos’ broadcasts are on air 24/7 – shows would increase their listenership and
some of the programs are repeated at night and credibility. Please pray for the Radio Teos team,
they play quite a bit of music as well. Pray that as they pursue live broadcasting in 2016.
God will bless this ongoing ministry and that
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Sat 13 – “I guess I am a Muslim, at least my
relatives think so. All these religious conflicts are
confusing. Your broadcasts are very interesting and the grounded reasoning makes sense.
Thank you for the programs. Maybe I will find
the truth through your broadcasts.” Pray for this
listener from Almaty.
Photo: Pastor Nurlan from Kazakhstan in
studio.

FEBC Philippines – 702 DZAS Partner of the People
Sun 14 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC Philippines has 10 local radio stations spread strategically throughout the country. They aim to use
these stations to make sure that everyone in
their country has the opportunity to listen to the
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. FEBC Philippines also broadcasts daily to China and the rest
of Southeast Asia via shortwave. Currently, programs are aired in almost 50 languages and dialects. Praise God for this major and effective
ministry!

partners. Pray that these program developers
will be blessed and find wisdom through God’s
guidance.
Fri 19 – Pray for 702 DZAS’s website and social
media pages to which listeners can subscribe.
Articles, programs and other materials can be
downloaded from these sites, making it an interactive community.

Sat 20 – “Thank you for reminding me that God
is with me and will strengthen me, especially
Mon 15 – Join us in prayer for one of FEBC Phil- during the times when I feel desperate. Thank
ippines’ many stations, 702 DZAS Partner of the you for your programs and God bless!” Please
People. The 702 DZAS station was established in pray for all the listeners of 702 DZAS.
1948, the first station in the Philippines, and has
been on air ever since! Praise God!
Tue 16 – 702 DZAS’s broadcast coverage
reaches Metro Manila, Luzon, Visayas and some
parts of Mindanao in the Philippines. Pray that
the many thousands that are within reach of 702
DZAS will continue to listen and be blessed by
the broadcasts.
Wed 17 – The broadcasts of 702 DZAS are on
air seven days a week. From Monday to Saturday
04:30am till 00:00am and Sundays 05:00am till
00:00am. Pray that these daily broadcasts will
be an effective tool in ministering the gospel to
the Filipino people.
Thu 18 – Over 60 programs are broadcast in
three languages and are produced by various
role players within the FEBC family and their
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FEBC Radio International Thailand
Sun 21 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: Thailand is a country with a very small Christian population among the
68 million people. Thai people believe “to be born
Thai is to be Buddhist”, but still God’s church in Thailand is growing. FEBC Radio International Thailand
(FEBC Thailand) celebrates their 65th year in 2016.
The first Thai programs were all broadcast via shortwave from the Philippines and continued until 1975.
However, in 1966 radio stations in Thailand allowed
Christian programs to be aired which still continues
today. FEBC Radio International Thailand has ½
hour programs daily on 32 FM/AM stations in Thailand. Let’s pray for FEBC Thailand this week.

Wed 24 – FEBC Thailand hosts websites in 11 of
those ethnic languages plus a shortwave program
which is uploaded daily, available to retrieve from
the website. Thank God for this additional ministry.
Thu 25 – Please pray for FEBC Thailand’s smaller
teams, joined by the local church, who visit the communities where their programs are broadcast. They
visit the homes of their listeners, give them material
and tell them about the broadcasts. They also give
radios to families who can’t afford it.

Fri 26 – Some of the stations FEBC Thailand use
to broadcast their programs from are deliberately
Mon 22 – FEBC Thailand broadcasts in two languag- selected to be near communities who haven’t yet
es through the shortwave stations in Thailand. These heard the gospel. Pray that God will use these proare Central Thai Language and Isaarn, spoken in the grams so more people can be saved.
north-east, which is similar to Lao. Pray that God will
use these programs to reach into Thai hearts.
Sat 27 – Please pray for good health and safe travel
to and from work, for each of FEBC Thailand’s staff
Tue 23 – Apart from the two Thai language pro- members. They sometimes have to travel far and
grams, they are responsible for 17 shortwave ethnic through harsh conditions to get to work. Pray that
language broadcasts across their national borders. God will bless their work and their families.
Praise God that they are able to reach so many Thai
people and other ethnic groups in their own lan- Photo: FEBC Radio International Thailand’s
guages.
radio distribution project.

FEBC Russia – Radio Teos
Sun 28 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: Radio Teos, as
they are known in Russia, has been broadcasting
the gospel by shortwave since the late 1940’s. In
February 1992, after the fall of communism,
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FEBC Russia became incorporated within the
country, where it expanded its broadcast ministry. FEBC offers a variety of programs on topics
such as the Bible, faith in God, the Christian life,

Christian news and commentaries. Other programs address issues related to children, young
people, alcoholics, abortion, foster care/adoption
and marriage. FEBC Russia has faced several political challenges this last year. Please pray for
Godly wisdom and guidance in handling these
situations.

News to multitudes who live there. Please pray
for these broadcasts, offered in 10 different languages.
SEPTEMBER

Thu 1 – Working hand in hand with Russian believers, please pray for FEBC’s staff, who wants
Mon 29 – FEBC broadcasts reach not only Rus- the Russian church to become part of a body of
sia, but also other countries with minor Rus- local believers by inviting their pastors to partisian-speaking populations, such as Ukraine and cipate in their programs.
Kazakhstan, as well as several ethnic groups.
Praise God for Internet and satellite broadcast- Fri 2 – They support foster care and adoption,
ing, reaching Russia and surrounding countries as well as drug rehab centres. They also conwith the gospel through 40 hours/day broad- duct training seminars, offer concerts and specasts.
cial church services and help kids living on the
streets. In addition, they provide phone counTue 30 – FEBC operates the following local radio selling for people in crises. Thank God for these
stations: Norilsk (FM 107), Kayerkan (FM 105.7) additional ministries.
and Slavyansk/Kramatorsk and Ukraine (FM 68).
Pray that God will bless each of these stations, Sat 3 – God has given them an incredible oppordespite the difficulties they sometimes face.
tunity to establish a broadcast center in Kiev that
can reach every corner of Ukraine, sharing God’s
Wed 31 – They also broadcast from a 100 kilo- Word with those who are desperate to hear. Pray
watt shortwave transmitter stationed in the
for every aspect of this project and that God will
Philippines. This signal covers the entire area of provide the necessary funds.
the former Soviet Union, bringing the Good
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FEBA Radio South Africa 20th Anniversary Celebrations
Sun 4 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBA Radio
South Africa (FRSA) celebrates 20 years in
South Africa this year. For two decades we
have been ministering the gospel of Jesus
Christ through various forms of media, to the
least-reached and unreached nations of the
world. To celebrate this milestone,
which we have reached by God’s
grace and through His guidance,
we are hosting an event with Heinz
Winkler as special guest artist. Buy
your tickets for this joyous evening
at Computicket, for only R70.

FRSA for many more decades to come,
with our mission to broadcast the gospel
of Jesus Christ to the least-reached people
around the world.

Mon 5 – FRSA’s National Director,
Dr Jurie Vermeulen and the board,
cordially invite all our loyal supporters to attend the celebration. We
thank the Lord for your support,
without which our ministry would
not have been possible!
Tue 6 – Heinz Winckler is a popular
South African singer and was the
first winner of the SA Idols competition. He is also unashamedly and
openly Christian. Pray that his presence will be a blessing to the evening.
Wed 7 – Although we are celebrating the past 20 years, Dr Vermeulen will also share information
about FRSA’s future. Pray that God
will guide him in his important task
of leading the SA team!
Thu 8 – You, our supporters, are
our guests of honour for the
evening! Please pray for every man and We would love for you, our supportwoman who carries FRSA in their hearts and ers, to join us for this celebration.
supports us through prayer and donations.
Make sure to buy your tickets and
invite all your friends. Tickets availFri 9 – The celebration takes place tonight
able at Computicket.
at 19:00 at Kerksondermure in Centurion,
Gauteng. Pray that God will bless this event,
to be held in His honour.
Sat 10 – Please pray that God will guide
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FEBA UK - Egypt
Sun 11 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: Our partner
in Egypt, Voice of Egypt, is demonstrating God’s
love and acceptance to listeners of different
faiths and political backgrounds, building
bridges between these different sections of society. Voice of Egypt has a powerful ministry, aiming to create understanding and acceptance between those who might otherwise be in conflict.
Mon 12 – Thank the Lord that Voice of Egypt
reaches a highly disparate audience. Christians,
conservative Muslims and people of all political
viewpoints meet and discuss issues and explore
faith together, through Voice of Egypt.

Thu 15 – There is still a great deal of political
tension in Egypt, particularly between the government and Islamic extremists. Pray that God
will bring a just peace and stability to the country.
Fri 16 – Pray for Basma, for wisdom in deciding which shows should continue in their current
form and which should be adapted.
Sat 17 – Pray for the station to continue to be
trusted and respected by many different elements in the community. Ask God to show His
love very clearly through the team’s work.

Tue 13 – Voice of Egypt still operates within
stringent laws regarding online political comments. Please pray for discernment as the team
seeks to create effective programming which is
relevant but impartial.
Wed 14 – Station Manager Basma says that
Voice of Egypt aims to build bridges with the
youth of Egypt and share Jesus with them. Pray
that this objective will be achieved.

FEBA UK - Democratic Republic of Congo
Sun 18 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: A new radio
station, Radio Umoja FM, was recently launched in
Nobili, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
“Together we can”, – the new radio station’s slogan,
was demonstrated when the team from Feba UK and
partners Health Communications Resources (HCR),
as well as local NGO, Esader, set up equipment and
trained staff for the community radio station.

bring abundant life.
Wed 21 – In this forested area of the Congo, rich
in minerals, diamonds, gold and oil, instability has
resulted from years of demands by different groups.
Ask the Lord to bring peace and stability through the
FEBA radio station.

Thu 22 – The broadcasting team experienced some
challenges during the setting up of the station, but
God sent Philip Betts, a Fairtrade producer and a
Christian, on their path. Thank the Lord for Philip,
who arranged, with his maintenance crew, to help
erect Umoja FM’s antenna on the top of one of his
Tue 20 – Please pray that Umoja FM will give the warehouses.
community a voice, and enable them to improve the
health and wellbeing of the community, in order to Fri 23 – Anglican Archbishop of the DRC, Henri
Mon 19 – Local member of the Kinshasa parliament,
Albert Baliesima Kadukima said, “This is a project
we have been dreaming about for many years.” Pray
that the station will reach many hearts for Christ.
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Isingoma, spoke enthusiastically of Umoja FM.
“Radio will develop our community here because it
plays a big role, not only in providing information,
but in raising awareness spiritually and in a material
way.”
Sat 24 – At the launch, the Chairman of Umoja
FM’s Board, local Catholic Abbot Roger, welcomed
the station’s arrival, sharing his hopes for its benefits
to Nobili. “Radio programmes are amazing – the information that goes out will really help our people.”
Pray that the station will be a blessing to the DRC!

FEBA UK - Burundi
Sun 25 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: In Burundi, a
land with a population of 10 million people and
among the poorest nations in the world, FEBA’s
partners “continue to stick our necks out” by
broadcasting Christian ministry in areas where
ethnic and political tensions reach into – and
even emanate from – churches! In a country
where radio stations have been closed or burned
down, Great Lakes Outreach (GLO) is producing
and broadcasting Abakunzi b’Amahoro, programs
on forgiveness and non-violence through three
FM stations that have remained open. They are
seen as a neutral and trusted voice.

Tue 27 – Broadcasts are heard as a politically
neutral voice speaking from an alternative position that insists on non-violence to reconcile
political differences. Thank the Lord that this
approach is becoming increasingly popular with
listeners.

Mon 26 – The Abakunzi b’Amahoro programs
are helping people to see their neighbours as
fellow humans. Pray that many people will hear
this message.

Thu 29 – “I truly like the programs of Abakunzi
b’Amahoro. I need your prayer. During this unrest, I was mistreated by a policeman. I am still
bitter about that.” Please pray for this listener
and many others like him.

Wed 28 – GLO reports that throughout the conflicts people have contacted the stations, particularly after one program, broadcast multiple
times, which was designed to teach discernment
between true and false prophesies. Pray that the
staff can assist listeners with clarity and wisdom.

Fri 30 – Ask the Lord to bless the staff in Burundi who answer the letters of suffering listeners
writing to the station.
OCTOBER
Sat 1 – The situation in the country remains
precarious, with fears and challenges created by
dissenting and opposing political viewpoints and
ethnic rivalries. Pray for Burundi, and that empty
churches will gradually fill again.
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FEBC Myanmar
Sun 2 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC Myanmar began broadcasting in May 1973, in partnership with
FEBC Philippines. Most programs produced locally in
Myanmar are done by individual ethnic broadcasters. The content and design of all the programs are
based on individual cultures and their evangelical
Christian nature. Fifty percent of the programmes
aired are of a Christian nature, while the other half
consist of general knowledge, health, and contemporary entertainment.

Wed 5 – Pray that our team in Myanmar will find
additional staff to assist with broadcasts and listener
follow-up in this culturally Buddhist country.

Mon 3 – In 2015 FEBC Myanmar celebrated its
20th anniversary of sharing the gospel with the Mon
of Thailand and Myanmar. Pray for the broadcasters who have faithfully produced daily programs
throughout this period.

Fri 7 – FEBC Myanmar concentrates on building
closer relationships with every listener who contacts
them. Pray for their work among non-believers, but
also among Christian listeners, supporting their
spiritual needs.

Tue 4 –“We received a radio as a present and when
I first heard your program, I felt I had learned some
really good lessons for my life. Please continue to
broadcast them.” Pray for this listener from Myanmar.

Sat 8 – Pray for the team in Myanmar, especially
Yankee, their Director, who is currently very sick and
is recovering after a big operation. Please pray for
better health for him.

Thu 6 – “We live in a village where everyone was
once Buddhist. No one had ever heard of Jesus
Christ, but now we have heard through FEBC Myanmar. I received Jesus as my Saviour because of your
broadcasts. We’re so thankful you brought us to
God.”

FEBC Mongolia
Sun 9 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: Founded in 2000,
FEBC Mongolia established its first radio station,
WIND-FM, in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar. The station is considered a trusted voice in the community
with about 200 000 listeners being reached through
all 21 provincial radio stations, 24 hours daily. The
latest addition to the radio family went on air in
March 2016 in Sainshand City, hot on the heels of
Nalaih city’s station, which was launched in September of 2015 and which ministers to over 10 000 families in the area.

significantly. Let’s praise the Lord!
Wed 12 – With the addition of three new radio towers, God has opened wide the doors of opportunity
with 1.5 million people in Mongolia now within reach.
Pray that the evangelical broadcasts will reach into
their hearts!

Thu 13 – Please pray for Batjargal, our Mongolian
Director and his staff, who have been so successful
at sharing the message of Christ with the Mongolian
people. Pray, too, for the 10 stations he has launched
Mon 10 – FEBC Mongolia’s newest stations need to spread the gospel.
prayer for the right staff and programs to impact
their local communities. Give thanks for the many
Mongolians being reached across the country’s main
centres.
Tue 11 – In January 2015, FEBC Mongolia’s flagship station in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar was
honoured as the “Best Radio Station of the Year” by
the Mongolian Journalism Association. Since its inception in 2000, the station’s outreach has increased
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Fri 14 – Praise God for 800 radios that were distributed in Murun City late last year! Pray that listeners
will tune in and hear the Good News. Pray, too, for
the 3000 additional “portable missionaries” (radios)
distributed through FEBC ministries in 2015.

Sat 15 – “One day I turned on the radio and somebody was talking about the Bible. After listening for
a while, I began to understand how to make better
decisions about my family. We have nothing but a
radio, but I have learned a lot from it.” Praise God for
this listener from Mongolia!

FEBC South Korea
Sun 16 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBC Korea’s new
FM station, FEBC-Jeonnam – FM 97.5 MHz, was
launched in November 2015 and is now on-air in the
city of Yeosu and its neighbouring areas. FEBC-Jeonnam’s radio signal reaches the entire population of
800 000, which includes 250 000 Christians. As of
March 2016, they have received over 3 000 text
messages a month.

listener-participation segments, Going Back Home
with Radio! is like a friend walking with you on your
way back home. Pray that the program will prosper.

Thu 20 – FEBC-Jeonnam is striving to reach the
level where it can be self-maintained, using the station solely for the proclamation of the gospel. They
need a minimum of 10 000 radio missionaries who
will support them to reach this goal. Pray that God
Mon 17 – The program Good Morning! encourages will provide!
listeners to start out the day with God, by sharing
Bible passages, praise and fellowship. Thank God for Fri 21 – Pray for Station Manager Chang-houn Kang
this inspiring start to the day!
and his 12 staff members, that they will be blessed
with wisdom, strength and health to be used for the
Tue 18 – Pray for the program, Garden of Love, gospel ministry.
which targets mothers at home, sharing love and encouragement by relating their personal testimonies. Sat 22 – Chang-houn asks for prayer that his station will be united with the local churches to reinWed 19 – With praise songs, local news and
force evangelism in the region. Please remember
FEBC-Jeonnam in your prayers!

FEBA UK - Pakistan
Sun 23 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: FEBA established
its regional office in Pakistan in May 1974. The station ZKS (Along with Life) went on the air in 1988
and is still broadcasting every evening. Programs
are produced in six languages: Urdu, Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto and Balti. These shortwave programs are a safe haven for a country like Pakistan,
where 96% of the community is Muslim. The ever
growing intolerance, terrorism, persecution, poverty
and low literacy rate are making shortwave radio a
strong tool to bring about change in society.

people through it!
Tue 25 – Please pray for growing trust between the
FEBA partner-team and shortwave, FM and internet
listeners, many of whom are in remote locations.
Wed 26 – Give thanks for the new partners involved
with the FM expansion project in Pakistan, and pray
they will catch the vision for bringing transformation
to their communities in the name of Jesus.

Thu 27 – Syban (which means shelter) is a FEBC
Mon 24 – In Feb 2015 FEBC Pakistan started two program that has impacted on the lives of many
new programs in Gujranwala and Attock, named Pas- listeners in Muzaffarabad, Pakistan. The radio prosion for Youth and Colours of the Universe. Thank gram has a positive impact on how Christians are
God for inspiring new programs and reaching more perceived in this Muslim-dominant nation. Pray that
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Muslim listeners will respond to the gospel message. against Christians is a real concern.
Fri 28 – Our team in Pakistan needs prayer for their
FM expansion project. Pray for the leadership team
as they seek additional funding for local programming. This is a delicate situation in a country where
95-98% of the people are Muslims. Persecution

Sat 29 – Please pray for Pakistan’s new National Director, Saleem Shahzad, who faces many difficulties
in this challenging country. Bomb explosions, like the
one in March 2016, regularly occurs and kills many
Christians and Muslims alike.

FEBC Japan
Sun 30 – WEEKLY SUMMARY: While our Japanese team produces our broadcasts in Tokyo, programming is aired daily from our Korea station (1566
AM), since national Japanese networks do not air religious programming. For many people, FEBC readily
is the only available “church” in Japan! We are the
only Christian broadcasting company in all of Japan,
that broadcasts the gospel to the entire nation of
127 million people, in a land where less than 1% of
people believe in Jesus Christ.
Mon 31 – Pray for FEBC Japan’s radio programs,
which are aired 75 minutes a day from a high-powered 300 kW medium wave transmitter on the island
of Jeju, close to South Korea.

Thank you for praying with us!
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